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Select Professional Work



director, deviser, performer

Critics’ Choice . . . subtle, hip clowns 
whose every tiny gesture 

communicates . . . engrossing and 
hilarious. 

- Chicago Reader

an anthropological dig into the male 
psyche . . . Each scene is like the physical 

equivalent of “Who’s on first?” - Sherman is 
a physical comedian bar none. 

- Chicago Tribune

Don't Miss! This whizbang movement 
piece by three game clowns makes 

non-stop nonsense seem heady. 
- Time Out Chicago

And I



This Is Not For You
deviser, co-director, performer

a visually and emotionally lyrical dialogue about the presence of others 
- Phindie.com

One of the Best Bets for Fringe [...] full of striking and surprising moments [...] 
an affecting, if sometimes baffling, experience 

- Philadelphia City Paper



deviser, performer

The Sky Hangs Down Too Close

a richly imagined concoction of abstract dance theater, 
performance art, new vaudeville and contemporary dance 

- Chicago Tribune

this dance-theater piece pushes raw nerves to the edge 
and manages to combine humor, lyricism, and innovative 

choreography with spoken text 
- Dance Magazine



director, deviser, performer

Abound



Abound

Jon Sherman

director, deviser, performer

Abound

God is in the details of this wordless 
work . . . remarkable . . . 
Highly Recommended 

- Chicago Reader

taps a well of unexpected emotion . . . 
works wonders 

- Time Out Chicago

a unique body language . . . lovely 
- Chicago Tribune



Deviser, performer

Windows Server 2003: Active Directory 
Infrastructure

this is not simply a comic spin on man versus machine, but 
an attempt to uncover the subtle pressures that information 

technology imposes on how we perceive our own 
communicative capacity 

- Theatre Journal

hilarious and sweetly melancholy . . . glides on the 
wit, precision and distinctive charm of its ensemble 

- Chicago Tribune

five unsettled and unsettling people . . . interacting with 
the explosive, unforced joy of a virtuoso clown routine 

- Chicago Reader



deviser, performer

Surrelium

it’s as if Degas and 
Magritte showed up 

in each other’s 
dreams to playfully 
toss around images 
of the twisted and 

the sublime 
- Chicago Tribune



deviser, performer

Interference

this ingeniously 
understated ensemble . . . 

speak  a beguiling, 
original, and highly 

cryptic theatrical language 
- Chicago Reader



co-director, deviser, performer

Seep

an insightfully composed piece about the effects of one couple’s dysfunctional relationship on the 
patrons of a cafe . . . seep generates moments of quiet genius 

- Chicago Tribune



director, deviser, performer

Capsize



director, deviser, performer

Capsize

Sherman and Göpfert capture perfectly 
love’s evolution from wonder . . . through 

disintegration 
- Chicago Reader

an emotional typhoon . . . encapsulates 
the rise and fall of a romantic relationship 

in one fell swoop of poetic ingenuity 
- Chicago Tribune

an intense, frenetic, expressive tour-de-force 
- F News



director

500 Clown Macbeth

singularly inventive, highly 
amusing and entirely 

dangerous off-Loop show. 
- Chicago Tribune

with little more than a few 
choice lines from the original, 
some brazenly deconstructed 
ad-libs, a hospital emergency 
room’s worth of death-defying 
gymnastics and off-the-wall 

stunts, plus a ferociously twisted 
sense of anarchy, they have 

turned ‘the Scottish play’ into 
something fast, furious and 

insanely true to its core. 
- Chicago Sun-Times



video performer

Constructs



performer

The Fall of the house of Usher

Jon Sherman’s ability to express horror 
with little more than an open-mouthed 

stare was amply demonstrated in 
Potomac Theatre Project’s Scenes from 

an Execution a few seasons ago. Put the 
guy in makeup that suggests a pallor one 
could only get from years spent indoors, 
and he’s a pretty ideal Roderick Usher. 

- Washington City Paper



College Directing



Sincerity Forever



Vinegar Tom



Vinegar Tom



Electra



Electra



The Real Inspector Hound



The Real Inspector Hound



The Shape of Things


